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Analysis of Silicon Solar Cells With Poly-Si/SiOx

Carrier-Selective Base and Emitter Contacts
Massimo Nicolai, Mauro Zanuccoli, Frank Feldmann, Martin Hermle, and Claudio Fiegna

Abstract—Passivating contacts are a promising technology to
enhance silicon solar cells conversion efficiency. In this paper, we
present a simulation study carried out by using physical models cal-
ibrated on the basis of experimental data, aimed at understanding
the electrical properties of front emitter silicon solar cells featuring
top/rear poly-Si/SiOx selective contacts. Furthermore, we propose
a rear junction (RJ) design that desensitizes the fill factor to top
electrode resistivity. According to our simulations, the RJ scheme
addresses the possibility to omit the transparent conductive oxide
allowing promising conversion efficiency of silicon solar cells with
carrier-selective contacts. In addition, the influence of the surface
recombination velocity at the c-Si/SiOx interfaces and of the effec-
tive tunneling masses is investigated.

Index Terms—Numerical simulation, passivating contacts, poly-
Si/SiOx , silicon solar cells.

I. INTRODUCTION

S ILICON solar cell efficiency has been pushed markedly in
the last decade. Heterojunction solar cells (SHJs) [1] and

passivating contacts based on a thin oxide and a doped silicon
layer (tunnel oxide passivated contact – TOPCon) [2], [3] are
among the more effective options to enhance the open-circuit
voltage (VOC ) well above 700 mV, by notably reducing surface
recombination, outclassing point-contact schemes.

Best performing SHJs enable high VOC (around 745 mV),
thanks to an excellent surface passivation quality, allowing high
conversion efficiency [4]. In [5], an SHJ is proposed that guaran-
tees satisfactory electrical properties, by adopting a front trans-
parent conductive oxide (TCO) electrode, ensuring a good con-
tact formation to the amorphous-silicon (a-Si) front contact and
providing sufficient lateral conductivity. However, SHJs exhibit
considerable drawbacks: 1) the limited thermal budget imposed
by the a-Si:H passivation to the metallization process step and
2) TCO increases the overall production cost [6]. Solar cells
featuring TOPCon or poly-Si/SiOx [2], [3] may be considered
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Fig. 1. Sketches of the solar cell designs considered in this paper. In (a), the
scheme of the fabricated p-type poly-Si top/rear contacts solar cell [9] is shown.
In (b), the n-type solar cell (rear junction design RJ) with a passivation SiNx
layer instead of the ITO/AZO stack electrode is illustrated.

as a valid alternative to SHJs, thanks to their improved thermal
stability/compatibility with diffusion or firing processes.

Several papers [9]–[15] deal with solar cells featuring passi-
vating contacts where the doped silicon layer is composed of
poly-Si or SiCx . In terms of efficiency two cell concepts stand
out: 1) the combination of a diffused front emitter and a passi-
vating rear contact (TOPCon) (25.7%) [7], [8], 2) IBC featur-
ing poly-Si/SiOx junctions (25.0%) [14]. Bifacial textured solar
cell with tunnel oxide junction and doped a-Si thin-film emitter
layers has been proposed by Silevo group [16] demonstrating
efficiency above 23%.

This paper, however, deals with a solar cell featuring poly-Si
contacts on both sides. Possible advantages are: 1) a lean pro-
cessing sequence without structuring processing, 2) high VOC
and fill factor (FF) due to passivating contacts (no selective emit-
ter required to reach high VOCs). Unfortunately, a limitation of
poly-Si/SiOx approach is the parasitic light absorption of the
poly-Si layer, making the application of the front poly-Si/SiOx
potentially problematic [9]. Finally, poly-Si is commonly highly
resistive. Carrier mobility is limited to a few tens cm2/V/s dra-
matically affecting FF.

Poly-Si front and rear passivating contacts complemented
by a TCO to provide sufficient lateral conductivity have been
recently proposed [9] [see Fig. 1(a)]. For the sake of simplicity,
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in this paper we name such a solar cell poly-Si top/rear contacts.
In [9], a p-type c-Si substrate was investigated. Since no front
texturing was used, short-circuit current density (JSC ) is limited
to approximately 33 mA/cm2 and efficiency to 19%. Feldmann
et al. conclude that, although the realization of a poly-Si/SiOx
contact for both solar cell sides [see Fig. 1(a)] enhances VOC ,
the parasitic absorption and the resistivity of the poly-Si at the
front are relevant factors, affecting JSC and FF.

In this paper, by means of a simulation flow, we start from
the architecture presented in [9] and propose substantial modi-
fications in order to overcome its limitations. We adopt physical
models calibrated by means of measurement performed on the
poly-Si top/rear contacts solar cells fabricated at Fraunhofer
ISE.

First, following [17], we account for a textured front surface
and investigate the impact of front TCO presence and of front
contact grid geometry on solar cell figures of merit (FOMs).

Second, a rear junction (RJ) design of the poly-Si top/rear
contacts solar cell featuring a front surface field (FSF) imple-
mented by adopting an n-type c-Si substrate is investigated
[see Fig. 1(b)]. Such a structure leads to improved efficiency
compared with the p-type poly-Si top/rear contacts front junc-
tion (FJ) solar cell counterpart. As a matter of fact, in the n-type
substrate solar cell, the lateral carrier transport occurs mainly
in the substrate and not in the top poly-Si layer, mitigating the
impact of poly-Si resistivity on the FF.

In order to obtain better efficient tunneling effect, thanks to a
stronger band bending in c-Si and, thus, lower contact resistivity,
a higher doping value concentration of the front poly-Si layer is
required. In [9], a lower passivation quality at the p-type poly-
Si/SiOx interface with respect to n-type interface as well as a
lower measured peak doping concentration for Boron profiles
has been observed. This is consistent with the lower Boron
solubility with respect to the Phosphorus one, although several
research groups achieved similar contact resistivity [12], [14],
[18] with heavily doped Boron poly-Si layers comparable to that
obtainable by using Phosphorus [10], [19]–[21]. The physical
parameters in our simulation work are calibrated on the basis of
experimental conditions of [9], in which only phosphorus-doped
poly-Si as front layer material is considered.

According to simulations, efficiency above 23% is possible
with poly-Si top/rear contacts solar cells implementing RJ de-
sign, even without TCO. In addition, the sensitivity of FOMs
on front poly-Si thickness and doping concentration is studied.
Finally, the impact of c-Si/SiOx interfaces defectiveness and of
the effective tunneling masses is investigated for the RJ design
of the poly-Si top/rear contacts solar cell, by means of numerical
simulations.

II. STUDIED DEVICES AND SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

A. Studied Devices

The p-type 2 cm x 2 cm planar poly-Si top/rear contacts
solar cell fabricated and experimentally characterized at Fraun-
hofer ISE [9], features poly-Si contacts at both front and rear
side [see Fig. 1(a)]. The absorber is a 250-μm-thick p-type 1
Ω cm float zone (FZ) Si wafer, and poly-Si(n)/poly-Si(p) con-
tacts are present at the front- and rear-side, respectively. The

SiOx layer is ∼1.5 nm thick. Both poly-Si layers are 15 nm
thick and doping concentrations, provided by electrochemical
capacitance-voltage (ECV) measurements [9], are 4.1019 cm−3

for the poly-Si(n) and 2.1019 cm−3 for the poly-Si(p). Since
the adopted thin poly-Si film exhibits a significant sheet resis-
tance, in the order of 1000 Ω/sq, the deposition of a TCO in
the front is required. More in detail, the front stack consists
of a 20-nm-thick atomic-layer-deposited Al-doped zinc oxide
(AZO) interlayer and 55 nm sputtered indium tin oxide (ITO),
reducing the sheet resistance down to 125 Ω/sq and avoiding
sputter damage of the passivating contact.

The front grid includes 60 μm wide and 2.5 mm thick fin-
gers with 800 μm spacing, realized by thermal evaporation of
Ti/Pd/Ag and lift-off; the fully metalized rear side is coated by
thermally evaporated Ag.

Fig. 1(b) shows an additional structure that is analyzed
in this paper by means of numerical simulations, the n-type
poly-Si top/rear contacts solar cell (RJ design). In such case,
an FSF structure is obtained, thanks to an n-doped poly-Si
layer. In the sketch of Fig. 1(b), the emitter metal contacts di-
rectly the poly-Si and the front interface is coated by a SiNx
layer.

Realistic contact resistivity (ρc ) values have been chosen for
the mentioned structures. For the metal/ITO interface, we as-
sumed a realistic ρc of 0.1 mΩ·cm2 for evaporated contact, even
higher than the value reported in [22]. Regarding the metal/poly-
Si interface, we adopted a value of 1 mΩ·cm2, of the same order
of magnitude of that reported in [22] for metal/semiconductor
interface.

B. Simulation Methodology and Validation

The optical and electrical simulations reported in this paper
were performed by using Sentaurus SDevice [23], allowing the
modeling of the carrier-selective contacts as already success-
fully performed in [24].

In the case of solar cells featuring planar front interface, the
spatially resolved 1-D profile of the photo-generated electron-
hole pairs within the silicon obtained from the optical simulation
is mapped onto the 2-D electrical mesh grid.

The optical simulations have been performed by means of
a standard raytracer in combination with the transfer matrix
method boundary conditions [23]. The optical properties of the
ITO/AZO stack, as well as of the poly-Si layers, are exper-
imentally measured. In order to model the typical roughness
observed in the presence of the considered back interface stack
(c-Si/SiOx /Poly-Si/Ag), a Phong diffusive boundary condition
[25] has been adopted, as already successfully performed in
[26]–[28]. The standard reference spectrum ASTM AM1.5G
has been considered.

Free carrier absorption (FCA) effect [29] within the poly-Si
layers has been properly accounted for into numerical simula-
tions as a function of the doping concentration following [30].
FCA can also affect the ITO layer. The optical properties of
the ITO fabricated by Fraunhofer ISE are comparable to those
reported by Holman in [31] for carrier density concentrations
from 1019 to 1020 cm−3. The absorption coefficients of such
cases show a negligible FCA effect within ITO layer. In addition,
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Fig. 2. Measured majority-carrier mobility values of the poly-Si layer as
a function of the doping concentration N. Red-filled triangles and blue-open
circles refer to Phosphorus-doped and Boron-doped poly-Si, respectively. The
carrier mobility values of c-Si (red dashed-line: Phosphorus-doped; blue short
dashed line: Boron-doped) are reported as references.

as demonstrated by simulations, although a single layer of ITO
(75 nm) represents the state-of-the-art as TCO [22], the adopted
double stack ITO/AZO does not introduce significant optical
performance variations.

Regarding the electrical part, an analytical 0.1-μm deep Gaus-
sian profile (peak doping 1019 cm−3) adequately reproduces the
doping tail of the poly-Si diffusions into the c-Si substrate, ac-
cordingly to the measured Phosphorus and Boron doping con-
centration profiles reported in [9]. The surface recombination
velocity (SRV) value at both c-Si/SiOx interfaces has been cal-
ibrated in order to fit the experimental saturation current den-
sities (J0) value reported in [9]: ∼ 5 and ∼ 25 fA/cm2 for the
front and back interface, respectively. The adopted SRV are of
800 cm/s and 2.5·103 cm/s for the front and back interface,
respectively.

The doping-concentration-dependent majority carrier mobil-
ity for the Phosphorus- and Boron-doped poly-Si films are mod-
eled according to the experimental values measured by Fraun-
hofer ISE. Fig. 2 reports such measured values as well as carrier
mobility values of c-Si for comparison. It is worth reporting
that the poly-Si/SiOx contacts of interests were realized by
low-pressure chemical vapor deposited of a-Si layers, doping
using ion implantation (Boron or Phosphorus) and subsequent
annealing (900 °C, 10 min), as treated in [9]. The measured ma-
jority carrier mobility of Phosphorus-doped Poly-Si deposited
at Fraunhofer ISE plotted in Fig. 2 (grain size in the range from
100 to 400 nm for P-doped poly-Si) is comparable to those re-
ported in the literature [32], [33] for a grain size of 122 nm.
Better poly-Si quality factor (i.e., larger grain size) may result
in higher majority carrier mobility (50–80 cm2V/s) [34], [35].

The electro-optical device simulations adopt up-to-date phys-
ical and electrical models (including doping and carrier density
dependence of mobility, band-gap narrowing) reported in [22]
and successfully used in other simulation studies [24], [26]–[28].
Regarding the Auger recombination, we use the parameteriza-
tion proposed by Richter et al. [36]. We consider high-quality
substrates in order to highlight the effects of the investigated
designs. In detail, in our simulations, a Shockley Read Hall mi-
nority carrier lifetime of 7 and 4 ms has been adopted for n-type
and p-type, respectively.

Fig. 3. Simulation results (open-red symbols) of reflectance R (triangles),
external quantum efficiency EQE (diamonds), and internal quantum efficiency
(circles) as a function of the wavelength of the solar cell fabricated at Fraunhofer
ISE. Lines refer to measured results [9].

We model the current flow through the tunnel oxide layers by
using the nonlocal tunneling model similar to [24], not consid-
ering the case of mechanism governed by pinholes formation
discussed in [37]. For electrons (holes) an effective tunneling
mass mt,e (mt,h) to 0.4 m0 (0.3 m0)—m0 electron rest mass—
allows us to correctly fit the measured I–V characteristic and
FOMs of the cell.

The simulation models have been successfully validated by a
comparison with experimental data as reported in Fig. 3, show-
ing an excellent agreement between simulated and measured
optical properties of the FJ solar cell.

C. Modeling of the Textured Selective-Contact Solar Cell

For all the studied structures of this paper (see Fig. 1) we
assume a textured front surface to remove the main limitation
to low JSC . To model the textured morphology, the spatially
resolved optical generation rate was calculated starting from a
3-D symmetry element representing a regular upright pyramid
featuring an opening angle of 70.5°. Tunnel SiOx layer is as-
sumed to be conformal to the textured interface with uniform
thickness throughout the structure. Nonuniformities of dielec-
tric layer have been extensively studied in [37]. We model the
textured solar cell in an effective way by simulating a 2-D planar
solar cell instead of a more computationally demanding structure
reproducing the pyramidal morphology. Specific tests showed
that FOMs are hardly affected by such an approximation.

In order to account in an effective way for the surface area
enlargement due to texturing, we use an enhancement factor of
1.73 [22] for the SRV at the front c-Si/SiOx interface.

In Table I, the measured and simulated FOMs and Poly-
Si(n) saturation current density J0,P oly−Si(n) for the textured
case compared with the planar one are reported. We note that
texturing leads to higher JSC respect to the planar case. This
is ascribed to a lower reflectance obtained through overall the
spectrum. However, due to the increased surface recombination,
the J0,P oly−Si(n) increases of ∼ 5 fA/cm2 for the textured solar
cell. Therefore, the expected gain in terms of VOC , thanks to
the elevated JSC , is almost entirely compensated due to higher
J0,P oly−Si(n) .
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TABLE I
P-TYPE POLY-SI TOP/REAR CONTACTS SOLAR CELL: MEASURED [9]

AND SIMULATED RESULTS

Front Surface JSC
(mA/cm2)

VOC
(mV)

FF
(%)

Eff.
(%)

J0,P o ly−S i(n )

(fA/cm2)

With TCO∗
Measured [9]
Planar
Simulated

33.4 707.0 81.5 19.2 5

Planar∗∗ 33.4 706.0 81.5 19.2 6
Textured 37.4 706.8 81.4 21.5 11

∗ TCO electrode composed by 55 nm of ITO and 20 nm of AZO.
∗∗ Simulation of the structure experimentally characterized [9].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. P-Type Substrate: Front Junction Design

Numerical simulations were used to investigate the impact on
the FOMs of the presence of ITO/AZO stack (TCO). Moreover,
in some cases the TCO is replaced for SiNx layer and the metal
fingers directly contact the poly-Si. In such cases, the adopted
SiNx layer thickness has been determined in order to maximize
the photon current absorbed in substrate.

First, a study of the solar cells FOMs sensitivity on tpoly and
on finger spacing (Wspacing ) is carried out. In particular, tpoly
has been assumed within the 15–60 nm range while Wspacing
from 800 to 1800 μm. Outside these ranges, a dramatic degrada-
tion of JSC and of FF occurs. Two different realistic poly-Si(n)
Phosphorus doping concentration (Npoly ) values have been con-
sidered: 4 · 1019 cm−3 and 2.7 · 1020 cm−3 [9], [30]. In addition,
for all the discussed structures, the poly-Si(p) at the back is 15
nm thick and its Boron doping concentration is 2 · 1019 cm−3.
The SRV values at c-Si/SiOx interfaces, which allow us the fit-
ting of the experimental results (tpoly = 15 nm), are assumed
constant for the tpoly − range considered in this study (15 to
60 nm). In fact, from [9] we can conclude that although a slight
influence of tpoly on implied-VOC (iVOC ) was observed (for
tpoly from 6 to 34 nm), J0 depends on tpoly only in the range
of 5–10 nm. Moreover, recent data published in [30], show that
the implied-VOC (i.e., saturation current density J0) is not af-
fected by tpoly up to 145 nm. In this paper, in the absence of a
clear understanding of relationship between c-Si/SiOx interface
quality and poly-Si thickness, we assume constant SRV (see
Section II-B).

In Fig. 4, the calculated JSC and VOC values are shown as
a function of tpoly . The p-type FJ solar cell with TCO repre-
sents the baseline case. More in detail, Fig. 4(a) and (b) reports
the simulation results for Npoly set to 4 · 1019 cm−3, whereas
Fig. 4(c) and (d) corresponds to Npoly = 2.7 · 1020 cm−3. From
Fig. 4 it can be observed that the TCO stack leads to degra-
dation of JSC and VOC due to significant parasitic absorption.
In fact, our calculations show that the parasitic absorption loss
of the front contact stack (TCO and poly-Si(n) layers) for the
TCO case is close to 1.2 mA/cm2 for tpoly = 15 nm, reducing to
0.9 mA/cm2 as the TCO is omitted. Increasing Npoly leads to a
better high–low junction [38], resulting in lower recombination
at the front interface. Therefore, VOC and JSC slightly increase
with the doping despite higher FCA effect.

Fig. 4. Simulated short circuit current density JSC , (a) and (c), and open cir-
cuit voltage VOC , (b) and (d), as a function of the front poly-Si thickness tpoly .
(a) and (b) refer to a poly-Si doping concentration Npoly of 4 · 1019 cm−3 while
(c) and (d) to a Npoly of 2.7 · 1020 cm−3. Lines denote the cases implementing
the TCO electrode, whereas symbols refer to absence of TCO (w/oTCO). The
colors blue, red, and green refer to a finger spacing Wspacing of 800, 1200, and
1800 μm, respectively. For each tpoly , in (a) and (c) the sheet resistance RSH
value expressed in Ω/sq is reported.

As expected, larger finger distance decreases the front contact
metal shading leading to higher JSC (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 5 shows the simulated FF and efficiency values. It is
clearly noticeable that the adoption of a high doping level al-
lows for acceptable FF values (> 77%) even without TCO;
comparable FF-values can be obtained when TCO is present
[see Fig. 5(c)], for poly-Si thickness above 30 nm. In all
other cases, in general avoiding TCO is dramatically detri-
mental to FF, especially for low poly-Si doping concentra-
tion (Npoly = 4 · 1019 cm−3) as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). Fur-
thermore, Wspacing is a relevant parameter affecting FF. When
Npoly = 4 · 1019 cm−3 removing the TCO electrode leads to de-
graded FOMs values for if Wspacing > 800 μm, mainly due to
significant FF losses.

Our study demonstrates that for tpoly = 15 nm solar cells
featuring TCO exhibit the highest conversion efficiency values.
The simulated efficiencies without TCO are always lower than
the results with TCO, especially for thin poly layers. As soon as
tpoly increases, the efficiency [see Fig. 5(b) and (d)] declines due
to parasitic absorption losses within the front stack. In summary,
the solar cells with TCO show higher JSC losses but small FF
losses while a tradeoff between the parasitic absorption losses
and FF degradation exists for solar cells without TCO.

B. N-Type Substrate: Rear Junction Design

The lateral conductivity of the poly-Si(n) layer at the front
side is one of the main reasons for the resistive losses observed
in the studied FJ design of the poly-Si top/rear contacts solar cell
especially when the poly-Si is highly resistive due to the limited
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Fig. 5. Simulated fill factor FF, (a) and (c), and efficiency, (b) and (d), as
a function of the front poly-Si thickness tpoly . (a) and (b) refer to a poly-Si
doping concentration Npoly of 4 · 1019 cm−3 while (c) and (d) to a Npoly

of 2.7 · 1020 cm−3. Lines denote the cases implementing the TCO electrode,
whereas symbols refer to absence of TCO (w/oTCO). The colors blue, red,
and green refer to a finger spacing Wspacing of 800, 1200, and 1800 μm,
respectively.

Fig. 6. Simulated current paths (lines) and total current densities (color map)
within the absorber at MPP condition. Left: p-type poly-Si top/rear contacts
solar cell (front junction FJ design); right: n-type (rear junction RJ design). The
considered finger spacing Wspacing is 800 μm and the plotted front stacks are
not in scale. (The reader is referred to the web version of this paper for the
interpretation of the references to color).

carrier mobility (see Fig. 2). In this section, we propose a scheme
that avoids the previously discussed limitations, the RJ design
that basically implements an n-type substrate instead of a p-type
substrate, as depicted in Fig. 1(b). As demonstrated in [5] for
SHJs, in a design in which the emitter is located at the rear side
of the cell, the FSF allows for the reduction of the overall sheet
resistance RSH , thanks to the coupling of the front poly-Si(n) and
of the absorber (n-type). Thus, the current flow pattern toward
the front electrode is differently distributed. Fig. 6, compares
the current flow at the maximum power point (MPP) of the p-
type (FJ) and n-type (RJ) poly-Si top/rear contacts solar cells

Fig. 7. Simulated short-circuit current density JSC (a), open-circuit voltage
VOC (b), fill factor FF (c) and efficiency (d) as a function of the finger spacing
Wspacing for n-type (RJ) design featuring front poly-Si thickness tpoly =
15 nm. Filled and open symbols refer to a poly-Si doping concentration Npoly

of 4 · 1019 cm−3 (red) and 2.7 · 1020 cm−3 (green), respectively. Symbols and
lines denote cases without TCO (w/o TCO) and with TCO, respectively.

for Wspacing = 800 μm. It can be clearly observed that in the RJ
design a significant part of the transport occurs in the substrate,
reducing the lateral transport contribution in the highly resistive
front poly-Si.

In the following, RJ solar cells are simulated by assuming the
same set of physical models and a 15-nm thick poly-Si(n) as top
electrode of the FJ solar cells (see Section II-B)

In Fig. 7(a) and (b), JSC and VOC are reported as a function
of finger spacing. We observe an Npoly impact for RJ solar cells
comparable to the one of FE (see Fig. 4).

The most interesting findings are those observable from
Fig. 7(c) and (d). In Fig. 7(c), the FF gain obtained, thanks
to the RJ design concept, is clearly noticeable. In particular, for
Npoly = 2.7 · 1020 cm−3 the sensitivity to TCO presence is re-
duced. Promising efficiency values around 22.5% are obtained
[see Fig. 7(d)]. In contrast with the FJ design, these values can
be achieved with and without a TCO.

As stated in Section II, the adopted contact resistivity values
have been realistically assumed following [22]. Since the quality
of the contact formation is process-dependent, we investigated
the impact of front-contact ρc on FOMs. Simulation results (not
shown) demonstrate that the impact of ρc on the solar cell FOMs
is negligible for values < 10 mΩ · cm2.

In this paper, the considered range of majority carrier mo-
bility as a function of the doping concentration in poly-Si is
considerably small (see Fig. 2). However, it is worth noting that
a significant enlargement of the front poly-Si grain size could
lead to higher majority carriers’ mobility value, thus resulting in
a reduced efficiency enhancement of RJ scheme compared with
FJ. Overall, higher poly-Si carrier mobility leads to an increase
in efficiency, thanks to lower resistivity.
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Fig. 8. Simulated open-circuit voltage VOC (filled symbols) and efficiency
(open symbols) for the n-type poly-Si top/rear contacts solar cell (RJ design)
featuring poly-Si thickness tpoly = 15 nm and doping concentration Npoly =
2.7 · 1020 cm−3. In (a) and in (b) the values are plotted as a function of the back
SRV and front SRV, respectively. The colors blue, red, and green refer to a finger
spacing Wspacing of 800, 1200, and 1800 μm, respectively.

C. Rear Junction Design: Sensitivity to Interface Passivation

In order to study the impact of defectiveness at the c-
Si/SiOx interfaces on conversion efficiency, numerical simu-
lations are performed. We limit the discussion to the RJ de-
sign, omitting TCO and assuming tpoly = 15 nm and Npoly =
2.7 · 1020 cm−3.

For the previous analyses, the SRV values at the c-Si/SiOx in-
terfaces determined on the basis of experimental data have been
considered. However, simulations show that efficiency can be
potentially improved considering realistic values of SRVs. With
respect to SRV at front interface, VOC improvements are negli-
gible [see Fig. 8(a)]. Hence, from measurements, front interface
exhibits good passivation [9]. On the contrary, concerning the
back SRV, a significant increase in VOC can be potentially at-
tained. Assuming a better quality passivation of poly-Si/c-Si
interfaces, conversion efficiency of 23.5% may be achieved.

D. Influence of Effective Tunneling Mass mt

In previous sections, we adopted a value of electron (hole)
tunneling effective mass mt,e (mt,h) that successfully fits avail-
able experiments. In this paragraph, we study the sensitivity of
the calculated solar cell FOM on mt,e and on mt,h by means of
numerical simulations.

Fig. 9(a) shows the impact of mt,e on the FF for both p-
type (FJ) and n-type (RJ) poly-Si top/rear contacts solar cells
(tpoly = 15 nm, Npoly = 2.7 · 1020 cm−3, TCO omitted, mt,h

fixed at 0.3 m0). We observe that both the FJ and RJ scheme
takes advantage of smaller mt,e , thanks to a higher tunneling
probability. In detail, resistive losses are reduced in RJ solar
cell because, as previously discussed, a relevant part of the

Fig. 9. Simulated FF against the effective electron tunneling mass mt,e (a)
and the effective holes tunneling mass mt,h (b). In (a), red triangles and blue
circles refer to p-type (FJ) and n-type (RJ) poly-Si top/rear contacts solar cell,
respectively. In (b), black diamonds and green squares indicate a Boron doping
concentration NA for the Poly-Si layer at the back side of 1020 cm−3 and of
2 · 1019 cm−3, respectively. In (a) mt,h = 0.3 m0 while in (b) mt,e = 0.4 m0.

transport occurs in the substrate instead of within the highly
resistive front poly-Si layer (see Fig. 6). On the contrary, a less
effective tunneling mechanism (mt,e > 0.4 m0) decreases the
difference in terms of FF between the two designs and the benefit
introduced by RJ design are reduced. RJ design results more
sensitive to the tunneling mechanism, due to its current transport
path. However, if we consider a realistic mt,e range (0.37 −
0.43 m0) RJ exhibits higher FF with respect to FJ scheme. The
observed influence of mt,e can be compared with that reported
in [24] for a solar cell featuring TOPCon. By exploring the same
mt,e range (from 0.3 m0 to 0.45 m0) we can conclude that the
sensitivity to such parameter is comparable (≈ 0.6%abs of FF
for FJ design). Moreover, it is worth reporting that in [24] the
passivated contact (electrons as majority carriers) concept has
been applied to a full-metalized back contact, whereas in this
paper to a front contact.

The influence of mt,h concerns the tunneling mechanism at
the full back-contacted side of the studied cells. Simulation re-
sults of Fig. 9(b) (mt,e fixed at 0.4 m0) demonstrate that the RJ
design is more sensitive to mt,h than to mt,e [shown in Fig. 9(a)].
In fact, for a relatively low Boron doping value concentration
(NA ) of the poly-Si(p) back layer, the tunneling mechanism is
mainly governed by the assumed mt,h value. On the contrary, a
higher NA leads to increased FF and to a less sensitivity to mt,h .
In addition, we observe a higher VOC , thanks to a better high–
low junction effect. More in detail, for mt,h reproducing exper-
imental data (0.3 m0), an efficiency increasing of ∼ 0.55%abs
results by considering NA of 1020 cm−3.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a calibrated numerical simulation
flow able to successfully model the solar cell fabricated by the
Fraunhofer ISE featuring poly-Si/SiOx carrier-selective contact
on both sides. In this study, we addressed the solar cell design to
a scheme avoiding the TCO that leads to increase in manufac-
turing cost and process complexity. In the case of a FJ design of
the solar cell with poly-Si top/rear contacts, we have observed
that, although JSC and VOC benefit from the absence of TCO,
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FF is critically influenced by front electrode conductibility. FF
degradation can be mitigated by increasing either the poly-Si
layers thickness or doping concentration, but TCO is suggested
to attain acceptable efficiency. Increased doping concentration
in poly-Si may result both in a better high–low junction and in
a decrease in resistive losses. To overcome the typical limita-
tions of a FJ design, a RJ scheme is proposed. The presence of
a FSF reduces the lateral transport in the front poly-Si layer,
therefore, in case of sufficiently doped poly-Si, the RJ design is
more insensitive to TCO properties with respect to the FJ design.
This enables higher conversion efficiency combining the lower
costs of an industrial type solar cell based on carrier-selective
contacts. As shown by simulations, conversion efficiency above
23% is obtainable without considering further improvements
deriving from using fine-line metallization technology as well
as smart wire interconnection. Finally, we observed that the
influence of the effective electron tunneling masses used for
simulations is limited if a range of 0.37 − 0.43 m0 is consid-
ered, while the holes tunneling mechanism is strictly dependent
on the poly-Si(p) doping concentration.
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